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Building
Canadian Cheer Scoring Specific  School:
1.
No Stunt Quantity
2.
Utilizes all star prep difficulty grid, with top score of 5.0. No elite skills required.

Canadian Cheer Scoring Specific  Worlds:
1.
If the skill meets and exceeds the listed requirement in the “Elite” definition, the skill will
be counted.
Ex: Listed: 1 ½ up to extended body position  includes 1.5 twist at extended to
extended body position
Ex: Released inversion from prep level or above to extended body position 
 L6 may also twist
Varsity Clarifications:
Level 4:
1. Switch up to extended body position that does not start on the ground will be considered elite.
Tic Tocs: Replacement of the foot, weight stays centered.
Coed:
1. Defined coed style: 1 base directly under the stunt and facing forward.
2. Walk in: may start from traditional ground up load if it ends as a coed style stunt with one
base supporting it, directly under the stunt and facing forward. No release involved by main
base.
3. Coed Style “Toss”: The ‘main base’ releases the top, assistance may be provided by the
spotter by “toe pitch”.
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Twisting Skills/Elite Skills
1. As long as twisting/flow of stunt into body position is continuous and simultaneous it can be
evaluated as elite.
But, if it is twisting/pulling slowly then this is reflected in Technique with supporting comments.
2. Simultaneous vs connected skills.
Ex: L2 inversion to prep 1 leg then immediate turn  would not receive credit
3. Twisting Skills vs Turning Skills  the top must do some part of the twist. If she does not move
independently from the bases, it is a turning skill and does not satisfy the twisting definition.
4. Twisting dismounts or tosses that have an incomplete twist and land in prone (face down) do
not receive difficulty scores.

Tumbling:
Canadian Cheer Scoring Specific:
1. L5/6  ¾ front flips connected to a jump = jump/tumble level appropriate skill

Varsity Clarifications:
2. L5/6: Majority at level will fall into upper end of the “LOW” range
3. L4+ Synchronized Jump Tumble  can be synchronized and be different passes and
count. IE 15 jump back tuck +5 jump front tuck = 20 synchronized passes
4. Standing tumbling HIGH range  must be DIFFERENT passes
a. Front roll  back handspring = backhandspring  change in direction splits the
pass
b. # of backward elements/skills changes the pass
i.
Jump Handspring different than Jump Handspring series
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Standing Tumbling Clarifications:
# of backward travelling skills and types of standing skills makes passes ‘different’
Not Different:
L2  ‘Tjump’ BHS & standing BHS = SAME
L2  Front roll bhs & standing BHS = SAME (front roll is in a different direction)
L3  Triple Jump BHS & Double Jump BHS = SAME
L3  Jump BHS BHS & standing BHS BHS = SAME
Different:
L2  HS stepout & standing BHS = DIFFERENT
L2  BWO BHS & standing BHS = DIFFERENT
L3  Jump BHS & Jump BHS BHS = DIFFERENT
L3  standing bhs bhs & standing bhs bhs bhs = DIFFERENT

Safety Deductions:
Competition Guideline change to eliminate “Execution Errors” for Safety Deductions.
The USASF has guided it’s Safety Judges to only deduct for building infractions when
the MAJORITY of the stunt groups or pyramid groups executing the skill in question do
it incorrectly.
Ex: 5 stunt groups 3 do it correctly, 2 do it illegally = WARNING (Day 1)
Ex: 2 sides of a pyramid, 1 side is illegal = WARNING (Day 1)
Two caveats:
 In a pyramid there MUST be a ‘control’ group for comparison, so if only 1 group
executes the skill there will be no warning.
 On Day 2, if the SAME skill and rule is illegally executed by any of the groups
(Majority or less than Majority) the team will receive the deduction, regardless if a
different group than was warned on Day 1 is at fault.
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If CE officials miss a legality call on Day 1, as proven by our official video, then the team
will receive a WARNING protocol on day 2.

National Championship  Grand Champions:
Due to the multiple hall and panel scheduling of Nationals, some levels are split across
2 panels of judges. CE adjudication and scoring coordinators will take the highest score
in each level from both panels and utilize the judges opinions to award the Grand
Champion for the level in these instances.

